
Where social media might have you believe that carbs are off the agenda, research shows quite the opposite.  

Many consumers are quite open to eating carbs as a source of natural energy. This is the logic that convinced millions 

of them worldwide to even eat biscuits for breakfast.  

But is it just any carbohydrate that does the trick? Or do consumers consider their carb choice more thoroughly?  

Looking at the American consumers, of whom about 70% say the ideal carb delivers nutrients to the body, you would 

conclude that they do¹. In fact, consumers want to improve their energy levels while maintaining a balanced blood 

sugar level. The next logical choice would be to go for steady energy, as people want to cut out fast carbs and search for 

slow carbs instead².

Re-energize with a tasty lemon cookie.   
Fill up with the right carb: Palatinose™ !

Sources: ¹HFI Global Trends Study 2020); ²New Nutrition Business & BENEO Consumer Survey USA 2019; 
³2019 HFI Global Report Energy Revolution 

Consumers everywhere are actively selecting foods/beverages to improve their energy levels.³
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When life gives you lemons ...  
make a power cookie !

Healthy living goes hand in hand with making smart food 

choices, not sacrificing the things that give true pleasure. 

Cookies are eaten as snack and sometimes even for 

breakfast; hence they should taste good and bring some 

“oomph” to your day. Answer this consumer need and 

develop a cookie with carb energy that lasts: Palatinose™!

This showcase recipe gives the best of both worlds: taste and 

balance. With the prebiotic effect from Orafti® Oligofructose, 

your cookie is a good source of fibre and as such an ideal 

contribution to a healthy breakfast. The full carbohydrate 

energy from Palatinose™ is released 4-5 times more slowly 

into the body than sucrose, thus offering a more sustained 

energy. Both Palatinose™ and chicory root fibre are perfect 

ingredients for a healthy lifestyle as they support weight and 

reduced blood glucose management.

This information is presented in good faith and believed to be correct, nevertheless no responsibilities warranties as to the completeness of this information can be taken. 

This information is supplied upon the condition that the persons receiving the same will make their own determination as to its suitability for their purposes prior to use. It is 

strongly recommended to consult and apply all national food legislation (e.g. legislation on claims, communication towards the consumer, etc.) prior to any communication 

to consumers. This information does not contain any warranty that the supply or the use of the products in any territory is not an infringement of the rights of third parties in 

industrial or intellectual property. It can also not be regarded as an encouragement to use our products in violation of existing patents or legal provisions in the matter of food stuffs.

What can we do for you? 

contact@beneo.com 

www.beneo.com

The BENEO-Technology Center develops a wide variation of recipes with sustainable wellness benefits in bakery 

products such as muffins, biscuits, bread, cereals... Our experts are keen to share their insights upon request.
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Ingredients (%w/w)
Wellness 
cookies

Flour 34

Butter 20

Palatinose™ 18

Sugar 14

Eggs 8

Orafti® Oligofructose  
(chicory root fibre) 5

Minor ingredients (e.g. lemon peel, 
flavours, baking powder, baking 
soda)

q.s.

Information for reference product is available upon request.

Inspiring lemon cookies for a wellness lift that lasts.

Follow on 

Combining only a few 
ingredients, these cookies  
are the perfect snack to 
nourish your body  
any time of day!

THE WELLNESS LIFT THAT LASTS

While the incredibly crunchy texture will delight your taste buds, they are 
also full of satisfying prebiotic fiber and contain the balanced energy of 
Palatinose™ … a natural, better-for-you carbohydrate. It releases its energy 
in a slower and sustained way to fuel your daily adventures and more! 

Get ready, set and be happy on the go 
with our bright and lemony cookies.


